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1. INTRODUCTION 
The additive Gaussian channels can be constructed in the following way. 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider both the input spaces and the output 
spaces to be a real separable Hilbert space H. Suppose that the noise source 
,u, is a Gaussian measure on H with mean vector m,, and covariance operator 
R, and the input source ,u, is a probability measure on H with mean vector 
m, and covariance operator R, . Then the output source ,u~ is defined as 
where ,u, a~,-, is the usual product meaure of ,u, and ,u,, and 23 is the Bore1 CJ- 
field of H. Let m2 be the mean vector of ,uz and R, be the covariance 
operator ofpI. Then it is easy to show that m, = m, + m, and R, = R, + R,. 
The compound source plz derived from the input source p, and the noise 
source ,uO is defined by 
where 23 x 23 is the Bore1 u-field of H x H. The capacity of additive 
Gaussian channels are studied in detail by Baker [7]. On the other hand, we 
define the complicated additive Gaussian channels in the following way. 
Suppose that the noise source puo is a Gaussian measure on H with mean 
vector m, and covariance operator R, and the input source ,u, is a 
probability measure on H with mean vector m, and covariance operator R , . 
Let ,D,, be a joint probability measure such that 
and 
P,O@ x W =PU,@), AEd 
P,oW x B) = PO(B), 
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The output source ,u, is defined by 
r(12(A)=11(,0((x,y);x+4’EA), AE8. 
Let m, be the mean of ,u, and R, be the covaraiance operator of ,uz. Then we 
can show that m,=m,+m, and Rz=R,+R,+Rlo+R,,, where R,, is 
the cross-covariance operator of p,, and R,, = R TO. The compound source 
,uulz derived from the input source ,D, and the noise source ,u,, is defined by 
~,*(B)=~,o{(x,4’);(x,x+4’)EB} BEBXB. 
The capacity of complicated additive Gaussian channels are not yet obtained 
in detail. 
In this paper, when we assume that ,u,~ is Gaussian in our Gaussian 
channels in section 3, we study the relations among the following five 
properties; 
(a) R, 2 4, or R, <R,, 
(b) the average mutual information of ,D,~, 
(c) the average mutual information of P,~, 
(d) the strong equivalence of ,u, and ,u,,, 
(e) the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of p,,. 
Also, in Section 4, we determine the maximal average mutual information 
under appropriate constraints. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall describe several useful known results relative to 
Gaussian measures on Hilbert spaces. Let H be a real separable Hilbert 
space with inner product (a, .) and associated norm )I . I( and B be the Bore1 
u-field of H. A Bore1 probability measure p on % that satisfies 
defines a vector m of H and an operator R such that 
and 
(Rx, y) = 1 (z - m, x)(z - m Y) 6(Z). 
-H 
409/l-M/2-4 
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The m is said to be mean vector of the measure ,u. The operator R is 
linear, bounded, nonnegative, selfadjoint, 
and of trace-class on H, (*I 
and we know 
trace(R) = )_ ](x - m(12 r+(x). 
-H 
In general, we call operators having the property (*) covariance operators. 
Let y be a Gaussian measure on H, i.e.. there exist real numbers m, and ox 
such that 
,u{ y E H: (x, y) < a) = 1.’ (h~,)-‘~? exp{-(t - m,)*/(2o,)} dr. 
* 
Then its characteristic functional ,S is given by 
p(x) = exp(i(m, x) - (Rx, xj/2), 
where m is the mean vector of ,D, and R the covariance operator of ,u. 
Conversely, if m E H and R is a covariance operator, then exp(i(m, x) - 
{Rx, x)/2/ is the characteristic functional of a Gaussian measure on H. For 
convenience, we use the notation R = [m, R ] to denote that ,D is a Gaussian 
measure on H with mean vector m and covariance operator R. In addition, 
iul GPU,, PI -1129 and ,K, i iu2 denote that ,u, is absolutely continuous with 
respect to p2, pi and R2 are equivalent, and p, and pu, are orthogonal, respec- 
tively. Also we use the notations (cc) and (TC) to denote the space of all 
HilbertSchmidt operators and the space of all trace-class operators. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Rao-Varadarajan [ 161). If ,u, = [m, , R, ] and ,u2 = 
[m,, R,], then ,u, -,c2 or ,u, l. ,u~. Also, p, -,u? if and only if 
(a) m, - m, E range(R I’*) = range(R i”) and 
(b) R, = R :12(Z + T)R :I2 for certain T E (UC). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p, = [m,, R,] and ,u2 = [m,, R,]. If ,u, -P,, then 
$ (x) = exp ]fx, (T(I + T)-‘e,, ej) [ (X--m2,ekXX-m2,ej) -6 kJ 
1 k.J I 
log(l + Tk) 1 
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-+vI;‘(m,-m,,e,)’ , 
T I 
where {&} are nonzero eigenvalues of R , , (ek } are corresponding 
orthonormal eigenvectors of R, , and (rk} are nonzero eigenvalues of T. Also 
we obtain 
.rH , 1% g (4 &2(x) 
=+x {rn-log(1 +T,)}++CA;‘(m,-m,,p,)*. 
n R 
Remark 1. In Propositions 1 and 2, if we set T to be zero on null(R,), 
then T is uniquely determined. 
When T E (rc) in Proposition 1, we use the notation ,u, -‘,u, to denote 
that ,u, and ,u2 are strongly equivalent. Suppose that H,, H, are real 
separable Hilbert spaces with inner products (a, ),, (B, .)*; associated norms 
II - 111 9 II * 112; and 93, = B(H,), 9, = ‘B(H,) the Bore1 a-fields of H,, H,, 
respectively. Denote H, x H, the real separable Hilbert space under the 
inner product [(u, v), (y, z)] = (u, y), + (u, z)* and associated norm 
Ill(x, v)lll’ = [(xv Y>, (~3 Y)L M oreover, the norm-open sets obtained via this 
inner product generate the Bore1 a-field 23, x 13, = B(H, x H,). Let pI, ,a2 be 
Bore1 probability measures on B, , 23, and ,u,, be a joint probability measure 
on 8, x B2 such that ,u~* has p,, ,u, as projections on H, , H,, respectively; 
i.e., ~~(4 =P,~G~ x H2) and iu,P) =ru12W, x B). If .I& 1141~ 449 < 03 
and I,, ~~x~~~ C+*(X) < co, then we can define a unique cross-covariance 
operator R,, : H, + H, by 
where m, and m, denote the mean vectors of ,u, and p2, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3 (Baker [4]). R,, = R:‘*VRi”, where V: H, -+ H, is a 
bounded linear operator such that I( VII < 1. Zf we set V to satisfy the 
condition null(R,) c null(V) and range(V) c range(R ,), then V is unique/v 
determined. 
When p, @ ,u~ is the usual product measure on 8, x B3, of p, and ,u?, the 
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average mutual information I@, *) of the measure p, z with respect to p, 0 p 2 
is defined as follows: If pulz <p, @,u*, 
101,~) = \ log dpyy& (4 Y) 4,*(x9 Y), .H,XH* 2 
and otherwise, 101, *) = cc. 
PROPOSITION 4 (Baker [4]). Suppose that ,LI,~ is Gaussian. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) iu12 -P, 0~~; 
(b) VE (UC) and ]I VI] < ‘1; 
(cl G12) < a- 
The following result will be used in this and succeeding sections. 
PROPOSITION 5 (Douglas [ 11 I). Suppose that R, and R, are covariance 
operators. Then 
(5A) range(R :“) c range(Ri12) if and only if there exists a bounded 
linear operator C such that R :j2 = R :/‘C; 
(5B) range(R f”) = range(Ri’2) if and only if there exists a bounded 
linear operator C having bounded inverse such that R 1” = R :/‘C; 
(5C) R:” = Ri/‘C, where IICIJ < 1, ifand only ifR, < Rz. 
Remark 2. In Proposition 5, if we set C to satisfy the condition 
range(C) c range(R,), then C is uniquely determined. 
PROPOSITION 6 (Baker IS]). Let ,a be a non-Gaussian measure with 
mean vector m and covariance operator R and let T: H + H be a bounded 
linear operator. We consider the conditions: 
(a) ~[rawe(T)l= 1; 
(b) m E range(T) and R = TST*, where S E (rc); 
(c) m E range(T) and R ‘I2 = TV, where U E (oc). 
Then the following implications hold: (a) 3 (b) o (c). 
In particular when ,U is Gaussian, (a) o (b) o (c). If we set S to satisfy 
the condition range(S) c range(T), then S is a covariance operator deter- 
mined uniquely. Also if we set U to satisfy the condition range(U) c 
range(T), then U is uniquely determined. 
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3. SOME RELATIONS 
In this section, we assume that ,u,, is Gaussian in the complicated 
Gaussian channels defined in Section 1. Then the measures p,, ,u,, , ,u, and ,u,~ 
are also Gaussian. And we can assume that m, = m, = 0. By Proposition 3, 
we obtain R = R ,I2 VR ,I2 
range(V) c ran$l(R ,).I 
where 11 VII < 1, null(R,) c null(V), and 
Similarly, R,, = R :12URi/2, where II UII G 1, 
null(R,) c null(v), and range(U) c range(R,). The following lemma is 
useful. 
LEMMA 1. R;12(I - U*U)R, ‘f2 zR;‘~(I- V*V)R;12. 
Proof. Since m, = m, + m, = 0, the following equalities hold: 
= jHxH cpv U)(P + qv 4 4dP9 4) 
= I (P, U>(Pv u>dh(P, 4) HXH 
+’ J (IA uxq9 u> 4h3(P7 4) HXH 
= I’ (P9 u>h u> 46(P) 
-H 
+ j (A uxq9 u> 4&h 4) 
HXH 
=(R,u,u)+(R,,u,u) 
= ((R, + R ,,A u). 
Hence R,, = R, + R,,. Thus R,+R,,=R:i2UR:i2 and so R:l’(R:/‘+ 
VR ii2 - UR ii’) = 0. Then (R ii2 + VR;” - UR :“)x E null(R ,) = range(R ,)I 
for every x E H. But since we assume that range(V) c range(R ,) and 
range(v) c range(R ,), (R ii2 + VR ii2 - UR ii2)x E range(R ,) for every 
x E H. Hence (R :I2 + VRAf2 - URii2)x = 0 for every x E H. Thus 
R ;I2 + VR;” - UR,/’ = 0. We obtain R:‘2U*URi’2 = (R:/’ + VRAi2)* 
(R:12+ VRA1’)=Rf+R,,+R,, +Rii2V*VRii2. Since R, = R, + R, + R,, 
+ &I, R, - R, + R~i2V*VR~‘2 = Rii2U*URi’2 and we obtain the equality 
R;“(Z- U*U)Rii2 = Rii2(I- V*V)RAf2. 
Now we shall obtain the following 
Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that I@,,) < co. We consider the conditions: 
(A) R, <R,; 
P) ~2 -'mu,; 
(C) ah) < aJ; 
(D) ~I[range(R~‘2)] = 1. 
Then the following implications hold: (A) * (B) o (C) o (D). 
Remark 3. The equivalence of (B)--(D) have been proved by Baker [9]. 
We shall give an another simple proof of those. I@,,) < co and Z(U,~) < co 
do not necessarily imply R, ,< R,. As an example we may take the operators 
u, v E (UC) such that ](U]] < 1, ]] V/I < 1, and ll(Z- V*V)“’ 
T(Z - U*U)-“* /] > 1 for some operator T. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We show that (A) z. (B) 3 (C) 3 (D) * (B). 
(A) = (B): By Proposition 5, R, <R, implies range(Ri”) c 
range(RA”). Since I@,,) < co, we have V E (UC), ]] VJI < 1 by Proposition 4. 
By Lemma 1 and Proposition 5, we obtain range(RA”) c range(R:“). Then 
range(Ri”) = range(RA’*). Lemma 1 and R, < R, imply Ri.‘*V” VR:‘* >, 
R ;j2U*UR ii’. When we set RA’* = R;‘?B . then R 112BV”VB*R I:? > 
R:‘2U*UR~‘2 and ((BV*VB* - CJ~*U)R:‘~X, Ri”x) > 0. Smce B* and L? a(, 
0 on null(R,), BV*VB* > U*U. Then UE (DC) by V E (UC). Thus R, = 
R;“(Z+ BV*VB* - U”U)R;“*, where BV*VB* - U*U E (SC) and 
rnage(Ri”‘) = range(RA’2). Hence ,E~ ~s~uo. 
(B) * (C): In proof of (A) * (B), range(RA’2) c range(R1”). By 
Proposition 5, there exists a bounded linear operator B such that 
R;12 = Ri”B. Since Ri”(Z- V*V)RA,” = Rf’*(Z - U*U)R:12 by Lemma 1, 
we obtain the following equalities: 
R,=R;/*V*VR;;‘2 +R;!‘(Z- U”u)R;:’ 
= R;!2BV*VB*R;‘2 f R;“(Z- U”U)R;J2 
= R;‘*(Z+ BV*VB” - U*U)R;!2. 
Then ,u~ ms ,u2 implies 
BV*VB* - U*UE (tc) 
range(RA”) = range(R i”). 
(1) 
(2) 
By (l), U*UE (5~) and so IIE (UC). By (2) and Proposition 5, I- U*U has 
a bounded inverse. Since ]] U1J2 = I[ U*UIJ < 1, Z@,,) ( a~ by Proposition 4. 
(C)d (D): By Lemma 1, Rl”(Z- U*U)R~‘2 = RA”(Z- V*V)Ri’2. 
Since Z@,,) < co and Z@,2) < co, we have V, UE (m) such that ]] VI] < 1, 
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]] U]] ( 1 by Proposition 4. Proposition 5 implies range(R :“) = range(R A!*). 
Then there exists a bounded linear operator B having bounded inverse with 
R l/l = R 1/2B . Since R :I2 = URi/’ - VRAj2, 
Ra12V* zR:/2BU* - Ri12V* = RAI’(BU* - V*), 
R :” = (R :f’)* = R:“U* - 
where BU* - V* E (ac) 
by U, V E (UC). Hence ,u, [range(RA’2)] = 1 by Proposition 6. 
(D) z- (B): Suppose that p,[range(RA’2)] = 1. By Proposition 6, 
R 112 R 112 where P E (ac). Then R, = R, + R, + R,, + R,, = 
R;i2P;*R\“+ R, + R;l’PVR;/’ + R;‘2V*P*R;t2 = R;“(I + PV f V”P” $ 
PP*)R;‘=. Since P, VE (ac), PV + V*P* + PP* E (rc). By Proposition 5, 
range(R i”) c range(R A”). On the other hand, range(Rij2) c range(R i”) by 
Lemma 1 and Proposition 5. Then range(R:“) = range(Ri”). We obtain 
P2 -sPO. Q.E.D. 
Moreover we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that I@,,) < co. We consider the conditions: 
(A) R,>R,; 
03) ~2 -'P,; 
CC) Q,LJ < a; 
(D) p,[range(RA”)] = 1. 
Then the following implications hold: (A) 3 (B) o (C) 3 (D). 
Remark 4. Baker [9] proved only that (A) 3 (B)-(D). I@,,) < co and 
I@,,) < co do not necessarily imply R, > R,. As an example we may take 
the operators U, VE (UC) such that ]] U/I < 1, ]] VII < 1, and ]](I - U*U)“’ 
T(I- v*v)y211 > 1 for some operator T. GE) < a and 
p, [range(R A”)] = 1 do not necessarily imply I@,,,) < co. As an example we 
may take the operators U, VE (UC) such that ]] UII < 1, ]I VII = 1. and 
,;)2 =R;:‘V. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, it is clear that (C) * (B) and 
(C)a (D). We may show that (A) * (B) * (C). (A) * (B): By 
Proposition 5, R, > R, implies range(RA’2) c range(Ri”2). Since I@,,) < co, 
we have U E (UC), ]] UII < 1 by Proposition 4. By Lemma 1 and 
Proposition 5, we obtain range(R l”) c range(Ri’2). Then range(R :I?) = 
range(RA’=). Lemma 1 and R, > R, imply Ri12U*URi’2 > RAt2V*VRA’2. 
When we set R:12 = RAi2T, then RAi2 TU”UT*RAi2 > RAi2V*VRAi2 and so 
((TU*UT* - V*V)RAi2x, RAi2x)> 0. Since T* and V are 0 on null(R,), 
TU*UT* > V* V. Then V E (UC) by U E (UC). Thus R, = R ;‘?(I + 
TU*UT” - V*V)RAi2, where TU*UT* - V* V E (rc) and range(R ii’) = 
range(RAi2). Hence pu, m5 ,u,. 
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(B) + (C): In proof of (A) 3 (B), range(R:“) c range(RA’*). By 
Proposition 5, there exists a bounded linear operator B such that R:‘* = 
RAI*B. Since Rl”(I - U*U)R:” = Ri’*(I - U*U)R~f2 by Lemma 1, we 
obtain the following equalities: 
R, =R;12U”UR;‘2 +R;!*(I- V*V)R;‘* 
= R;‘2BU”UB*R;i2 + R;‘*(I- V*V)R;‘* 
= R;“(I + BU*UB* - V*V)RAi2. 
Then ,u, -’ cl0 implies 
BU*UB* - V*VE (tc) (3) 
range(R ii’) = range(R A!‘). (4) 
By (3) V* V E (rc) and so V E (cc). By (4) and Proposition 5, I - V* V has 
a bounded inverse. Since ]/ V/l2 = ]] V*V(J < 1, Z@,,,) < co by Proposition 4. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 5. In [9], Baker proved that in order that either Z(U,,) < cc or 
P, -SPlg, it is necessary that range(R t”) c range(RA’*). In this proposition 
the condition ,uz -’ ,u,, can be changed by weaker condition ,u, -,uu,. 
Remark 6. We can easily show the following properties: 
(a) If p,[range(Ri’*)] = 1, then R, > R, implies ,u2 -pO. 
(b) If p, [range(R A’*)] = 1, then V E (UC) is equivalent to U E (DC). 
(c) If p,[range(Ri’*)] = 1, then I@,,) < co implies I(,u,~) < co and 
P2 -s&l. 
4. MAXIMAL AVERAGE MUTUAL INFORMATION 
In this section, we require the same constraints as previous sections, and 
we consider appropriate constraints and determine the maximal average 
mutual information under them. Suppose that dim[H] > M, then we can 
induce the constraints for R, and R ,O in the following: 
(a) R t” = RA”S for certain S E (UC), 
(b) R,, = R 1’2VRA’2 for certain VE (oc) such that (] VII < 1, where S 
and V satisfy 
(c) a[(l-- V*v)-“*(S + V*)] <PI’* < co, where a[.] is the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm, 
(d) (S + V*)(S* + V) and V*V commute and dim[range(V*V)] 
GM. 
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If p10 is Gaussian, then p10 is uniquely determined by R, and R ,O. Since p, I 
is defined by ,u,,, , we shall use the notations Q = {plz, R, and R,, satisfy 
(a)-(d)} and C(Q) = sup{l@,,); plz E Q} to obtain theorems on maximal 
average mutual information under constraints Q. 
Remark 7. For simplicity, we can and may assume that range(R,) = H. 
Then S is uniquely determined. Constraint (b) assures that ,u, I - p, 0 pZ and 
constraint (c) assures that C(Q) is finite. Constraint (d) is necessary to 
calculate C(Q). 
The following lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 2. Under constraints Q, I@, *) = - + C,, log( I - 6,). where (a,, } 
are nonzero eigenvalues of U*U. 
Proof. Let 91r2, 91r02 be the covariance operators of pulZ, p, @ ,u,, respec- 
tively. Let U: H x H + H x H be the selfadjoint operator defined by 
U(u, v) = (Vv, U*u), and let 3 be the identity in H x H. The U is a self- 
adjoint linear operator with IIUII < 1. Because ,u10 is Gaussian, p,* and 
,ff, @puz are also Gaussian. By constraint (b), I(,u,,) < co. Using Theorem 1, 
I@,,) < co. Then we can obtain that %,, =%&(3 + U)!H&, where 
U E (UC) and 3 + U is invertible. By Proposition 2, I@,*) =4x,, (5” - 
log(1 + r,)}, where {r,} are nonzero eigenvalues of Lt. Using the fact that 
{r,,} are eigenvalues of U of multiplicity N, if and only if {-rn) are eigen- 
values of U of multiplicity N, we obtain 
I~~Z)=~~(~n-log(l+T.))=--f~10g(l-7~), 
n n 
where {rit are nonzero eigenvalues of U*U. Q.E.D. 
We can now obtain the following theorem on the maximal average mutual 
information. 
THEOREM3. If M < 00, then C(Q) = (M/2) log(l + (P/M)) and the 
maximum is attained. 
Proof. By constraints (a) and (b), 
R~=R,+ROfR,O+RO, 
= R;i2SS*R;/2 + R, + R ti2VR;12 + RAi2V*R ;I2 
= R;i2SS*R;i2 + R, + R;i2SVR;‘2 + R;i2V*S*R;i2 
= RAi2(I + SS* + SV + V*S*)R;“. 
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By Theorem 1, ,u, and p0 are strongly equivalent. Then range(Ri’2) = 
range(R A”). Hence R :I2 = R;” (I+ SS* + SV+ V*S*)“‘W* , where W is 
a partial isometry such that W is isometric on range(R,) = range(R,) and 
zero on null(R,). We can obtain R:i2U*UR:t2 = RA’2(Z + SS” + SV + 
V*S*)‘j2 W*U*UW(Z + SS* + SV + V*S*)“‘RA’*. On the other hand, by 
Lemma 1, 
R;‘2U*UR;‘2 = RI - R;“(Z- V*V)R;” 
=R;“(Z+SS* +SV+ V*S*)R;12-R;‘2(Z- V*V)R;:2 
= R;“(SS* + SV + V/*S* + V*V)R$“. 
Since we can assume that range(R,) = H, we obtain 
(I + ss* + sv + v*s*)“2 W”U”UW(Z + ss* + sv + V”S”)“” 
= (S + v*)(s* + V), 
and also since we can assume that W is a unitary operator on H, 
u*u= W(Z+ ss* + sv+ v*s*)-“? 
x (S+ v*)(s*+ V)(Z+SS*+SV+ v*s*)-‘!Zw*. 
Then U*U has the same point spectrum as 
(I+ ss* + sv+ v*s*)y2(s + V*)(S*+ v)(z+ ss*+sv+ v*s*)-I.“. 
Let {e,} be the eigenvectors of (S + V*)(S* + V) and {A,} the 
corresponding eigenvalues of (S + V*)(S* + V). By constraint (d), V*V has 
the eigenvectors (e,} and corresponding eigenvalues {P,,}. The U*U has the 
eigenvalues (A,/( 1 + A,, -,u,)}. We have by Lemma 2, 
1Qk,,++!:1og l- 
n ( 
4s 
) 
+og 1+ 
l-t&& T ( 
l!!z. 
1 -Pn 1 
And by constraint (d), (I.,/( 1 -P,)} are the eigenvalues of 
(I- v*v)-“2(s + v*)(s* + V)(Z- v*v)-‘j2, 
Let A.,/(1 -r(l,), A,/(1 -1112L &/(l -pJ be nonzero eigenvalues of 
(I - v* V) - ‘/2(S + v*)(s * + V)(Z - v* V) - “2. 
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We have that 
a[(Z- Y*v)-“*(s + v*>y 
=a[(s* + v)(Z- v*y)-“212 
= trace[(Z- Y*y)-‘12(g + V*)(S* + v)(Z- v*v)-,)*I 
Then it is sufficient to obtain the maximum of i cf=, log(l + (A,/( 1 -P,))) 
when Cf=, ,I,,/(1 -p,) <P. We wish to choose K, P,, and A,/( 1 -,u,) ,..., 
A,/( 1 - ,u~) so that 
(1) $, *=p, ” 
is maximized. subject to (1). 
We rewrite the following: 
’ =- 
2 )/ 
(K + P,) + K log(K + P,) . 
! 
The second term is independent of the distribution of A,/( 1 -p,)...., 
AK/( 1 - ,u~). The first term is maximized if (I + A,,/( 1 - p,))/(K + P,) = l/K 
for n = l,.... K is a probability density when CE=, A,/( I -p,,) = P,. This 
gives I.,,/( 1 - ,u,) = P,/K for n = l,..., K. For fixed K < M and P, < P, we 
have that the maximum of 4 cf=, log(1 + (A,/( 1 --pu,))) is (K/2) log 
(1 + (PJK)). This maximum is easily seen to be maximized when P, = P 
and K = M. Hence we have obtained 
sup{~cu,~); Pu,z E Ql = @f/2) b(l + P/W). 
Moreover, the supremum is attained if, for example, 
(S + P-*)(&s* + V) = ,y2, $ e, 0 e, 
n-l 
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v*v= p 
.\I 
M+2P “g, e,Oe,, 
where {e,) are the eigenvectors of V*V and e, @ e,(x) = (x, e,)e,. Q.E.D. 
When dim[H] = 00, the next theorem holds. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that M = co and P > 0, then C(Q) = P/2 and the 
supremum is not attained. 
ProoJ As with Theorem 3, let {A,/(1 --pu,)} be, not necessarily finite, 
nonzero eigenvalues of (I- V*v)-“2 (S + V*)(S* + V)(Z- V*V)-‘j2. By 
Lemma 2, 
Z@,,)=-+21og l- 
( 
&I /I 
n ) 
+og 
1+&-P, n ( 
l+--- . 
1 -Pu, ) 
Constraint (c) implies that c, A,/( 1 -cl,,) < P. Then, for any p,, E Q, 
c*> 
Suppose that (I - V* V)-‘j’ (S + V*)(S* + V)(Z - V* V) “’ has K nonzero 
eigenvalues, then by the proof of Theorem 3, we know that the maximum of 
the average mutual information is (K/2) log( 1 + (P/K)). As K is arbitrary, 
we obtain lim,,, (K/2) log(1 + (P/K)) = P/2. Hence, all the inequalities in 
(*) must hold with the equalities. Whence sup{Z@,,); ,u,, E Q} = P/2. It is 
easy to see that the supremum cannot be attained. Because if the supremum 
can be attained, then C,, log( 1 + (A,/( 1 -p,,))) = C,, (A,/( 1 -,u,,)) and 
Ml -&A=0 f or all n. This implies P = 0 and induce the contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
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